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OVERVIEW
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SILE BASED ON
STRATEGIC RESEARH FUNDING
• The Strategic Research Council (SRC) is an independent body
established within the Academy of Finland
• https://www.aka.fi/en/strategic-research/
• “… funds high-quality research with great societal relevance and impact.
SRC-funded research seeks concrete solutions to grand challenges that
require multidisciplinary approaches. An important element of the research
is active and ongoing collaboration between knowledge producers and
knowledge users.”

• SILE part of the programme “Information Literacy and Evidence
Informed Decision-Making”
• Includes 5 other consortia
• https://www.aka.fi/en/strategic-research/strategic-research/strategicresearch-in-a-nutshell/programmes-and-projects/literacy/
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THE RIGHT TO BE HEARD
THE CONSTITUTION OF FINLAND
The public authorities have the responsibility
to promote the opportunities for the
individual to participate in societal activity
and to influence the decisions that concern
him or her (14 §)
GUIDELINES FOR CONSULTATION IN FINLAND
(kuulemisopas.finlex.fi)

• To gain the views, information and experience
of stakeholders and citizens on the issue at
hand
• To find out the various aspects and
implications of the issue to be prepared
• To strengthen the realization of civil and
political rights.

WHO ARE SILENT AGENTS IN LAW DRAFTING?
GENERALLY
• Nearly we all; only few participate in law drafting
• Those with restricted agency: stigma, feelings of shame, lack of resources,
cognitive or biological restrictions

IN SILE
• Those whose position also arouses morally charged tensions; often seen as a
risk to themselves/others; subject to specific legislative measures of support
and/or control
 Minors in care; those struggling with debt, addiction or harmful
consumption, prisoners and precarious residents, animals
 Other speak about them or for them (or not)

DEFICIENT KNOWEDGE BASE OF
LEWGISLATIVE DRAFTING

• Regulatory Impact Assessments (RIA) scarcely acknowledge every day life
• Emphasis on calculations and economic assessments (e.g. OECD 2020)
• No proper guidelines for qualitative assessments or inclusive consultation

• The design and use of impact assessments occasionally politically
motivated (e.g. Radaelli et al. 2013; Dunlop et al. 2012; Torriti 2010)
• Intervention theory often deficient
 Laws don’t always function as intended and can result in unexpected harm
• Silent agents especially vulnerable to harm (heavily regulated)

 Knowledge on the mechanism of impact formation is needed
• The significance of implementation processes
• The conditions of silent agents

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
• How is the position of silent agents, and their wellbeing and rights,
recognized in the knowledge base of legislative policy and practice?
a) What type of knowledge is valued? What is the role of algorithmic knowledge?
b) Who represents silent agents and with what type of knowledge?
c) How do tensions between different interests manifest themselves and how are they
resolved?

• How does regulation affect silent agents and through what processes?
• What is the role of the Covid 19 pandemic in the drafting or the impact of
Covid-related legislation on silent agents?

INTERACTION
THE GOAL IS TO PROMOTE…

• Dialogue with silent agents and between different interest groups
• Taking into account the realities of silent agents in the drafting and implementation of
legislation and subsequently, their well-being and rights

…WITH INTERACTION PARTNERS (Co-Creation)
• Learning from existing participatory practices
• Workshops, seminars, events, social media
• Developing new methods for consultation and impact assessment to meet the needs
of silent agents: from hearing to dialogue!
• The website www.hiljaisettoimijat.fi (the English version is coming soon)

THE GOAL IS NOT TO
• Oppose anyone or any group
• Affect the substance of legislative proposals

THEORY
• Challenging typical evidence-based policy relying on science and
experts; also going beyond typical deliberation, which easily delimits the
participation of multiple voices and modes of communication (Ritter et al. 2018)
• Forms of representation, recognition and participation: from formal
representation to misframing and recognizing cultural differences (e.g. Fraser
2006); towards a participatory approach
• Epistemic struggles between interest groups and epistemic communities/thought
collectives for visibility and influence (Haas 1992; Alasuutari & Qadir 2014; Fleck
1979); the issue of framing (Hertin ym. 2009)
• Street level bureaucracy: the dilemmas of discretion among policy implementers
working under pressure, not possible to serve all clients as ideally or equally as
they should be served; consequences (Lipsky 1980)
• Intervention theory and realistic (ex post) evaluation: the elements of wellfunctioning implementation: understanding, capability, willingness (Vedung 1997);
realistic evaluation and the CMO-principle (Pawson Tilley 1997)

DATA
• Reports: the Parliamentary Ombudsman, the Chancellor of Justice,
the Non-Discrimination Ombudsman, the Ombudsman for Children
• Law drafting documents: legislative proposals and relevant preceding
materials, documents on consultation, parliamentary reviews
• Interviews: lawdrafters, stakeholders, implementers, silent agents
• Participatory methods: e.g. focus groups and multi stakeholder
meetings, participatory inquiry, action research
• Knowledge base in general: statistical knowledge, algorithmic
knowledge, research

LAKITUTKA (lakitutka.fi)
• Transparent and accessible legislative processes are the
cornerstones of a functioning democracy and an active civil society
• Lakitutka is a research infrastructure that brings together public
documents related to the various stages of law drafting in Finland. It
enables aggregated content searches across different document
types and provides tools for legislative research.
• Utilization of Lakitutka in data collection and analysis
• Further development of Lakitutka
• Enhancing accessible law drafting
• Enabling citizens to be better informed about their rights and the content of
legislation that is central to their fundamental rights

WORK PACKAGES: SILENT GROUPS
THEMATIC WORK PACKAGES
1. Childcare
2. The psychosocially vulnerable: those struggling
with debt, drugs and mental health problems
3. Prisoners and precarious residents
4. Animals
ANALYSES
a. First: Law drafting processes (of recently
enforced laws and ongoing drafting)
b. Later: implementation, impact formation
(mechanisms), impacts
c. Historical review (30 years), overall picture
of different regulatory areas involving silent
agents (lakitutka.fi/)

WORK PACKAGES:
BROAD-BASED ANALYSES
5. Regulatory policy
• International (OECD, EU) ja national guidelines, trends and practices
of RIA and ex post evaluation of regulation; views on methodologies
and consultation processes in relation to silent agents
• The role of algorithmic knowledge production in the making and
implementation of law, and the regulation of the use of such
knowledge in relation to silent agents

6. Fundamental rights
• Legal analysis
• Compliance with the requirements of democratic legitimacy, judicial
protection and the rule of law in legislative process
• Constitutional rights of silent agents and related needs for
development
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